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InSAR Coherence Analysis for Wetlands in Alberta, Canada Using Time-Series Sentinel-1 Data

Meisam Amani, Valentin Poncos, Brian Brisco, Fatemeh Foroughnia, Evan R. DeLancey, and Sadegh Ranjbar

Abstract: Wetlands are valuable natural resources which provide numerous services to the environment. Many studies have demonstrated the potential of various types of remote sensing datasets and techniques for wetland mapping and change analysis. However, there are a relatively low number of studies that have investigated the application of the Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) coherence products for wetland studies, especially over large areas. Therefore, in this study, coherence products over the entire province of Alberta, Canada (~661,000 km²) were generated using the Sentinel-1 data acquired from 2017 to 2020. Then, these products along with a large amount of wetland reference samples were employed to assess the separability of different wetland types and their trends over time. Overall, our analyses showed that coherence can be considered as an added value feature for wetland classification and monitoring. The Treed Bog and Shallow Open Water classes showed the highest and lowest coherence values, respectively. The Treed Wetland and Open Wetland classes were easily distinguishable. When analyzing the wetland subclasses, it was observed that the Treed Bog and Shallow Open Water classes can be easily discriminated from other subclasses. However, there were overlaps between the signatures of the other wetland subclasses, although there were still some dates where these classes were also distinguishable. The analysis of multi-temporal coherence products also showed that the coherence products generated in spring/fall (e.g., May and October) and summer (e.g., July) seasons had the highest and lowest coherence values, respectively. It was also observed that wetland classes preserved coherence during the leaf-off season (15 August–15 October) while they had relatively lower coherence during the leaf-on season (i.e., 15 May–15 August). Finally, several suggestions for future studies were provided.
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1. Introduction

Wetlands are important ecosystems that provide valuable services to the environment and humans. Wetlands have many benefits, including providing important habitat to many plants and animals, maintaining water quality, controlling floods, providing food and recreational opportunities for humans, and acting as carbon sinks [1–3]. Although wetlands are considered as the “kidneys” of the environment because of these valuable services, they are currently threatened by excessive agricultural expansion, water extraction for agricultural and industrial purposes, climate change, thawing of permafrost, construction of reservoirs, and deforestation [3–5]. Thus, accurate information about the type and extent of different wetlands and their changes over time especially over large areas is crucial.
Although field observations provide very accurate in situ data for wetland monitoring, these techniques are impractical for large-scale wetland classification and regular wetland monitoring. This is because field observations for wetland monitoring over large areas are expensive, time-consuming, and labor-intensive. Additionally, most wetlands are located in inaccessible areas, making field surveys impossible or costly [3,6,7]. On the other hand, remote sensing technology has enabled us to map and monitor wetlands at larger scales and anywhere in the world [3,8]. Satellite remote sensing methods for wetland studies have been developing for the past few decades and have now reached the point where they can cost-effectively produce up-to-date and accurate wetland classifications at large spatial scales [9–11]. In this regard, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems are great resources due to several advantages.

SAR systems acquire data independent of atmospheric conditions. Therefore, they are suitable for wetland mapping in areas where clouds are present and the weather is not good [2,12]. Moreover, SAR data are great resources for monitoring surface water and its changes over time [13,14]. SAR signals, especially L-band data, can also penetrate through the vegetation canopy and allow the identification of flooded vegetation (e.g., emergent marsh), mainly due to the double-bounce scattering mechanism between water and emergent vegetation [15–18].

As mentioned earlier, SAR systems provide valuable data for spatio-temporal wetland change analysis. In this regard, the Interferometric SAR (InSAR) technique, which can be effectively employed for change detection purposes, provides valuable measurements for monitoring a variety of phenomena, such as water level fluctuations and wetland conditions [19–21]. Both the phase and amplitude of the received echoes are used to create InSAR products. These InSAR products consist of two radar images with varying temporal and spatial baselines. The interferometric phase (\(\phi\)) and coherence magnitude (\(\gamma\)) are the two InSAR observables for change detection applications [22–24]. \(\gamma\) values range from zero to one and are affected by changes in surface properties, especially electrical properties [24,25]. Higher values indicate better interferogram quality, indicating no/low changes in the surface properties, such as vegetation cover and soil moisture. Changes in the ground characteristics reduce \(\gamma\) values, which can be conceptually divided into temporal, spatial, and thermal decorrelation [26]. Thermal and spatial decorrelation refers to the system noise and the positions of the SAR sensor during the data acquisition, respectively. Temporal decorrelation refers to changes that occur between InSAR pairs, such as changes in surface properties (e.g., deformations, vegetation, soil moisture) or atmospheric conditions [26,27].

Recent studies have argued that SAR backscatter from flooded vegetation could lead to high coherence [14,15,17,28–32]. InSAR results also suggest that Coherence Change Detection (CCD) could be effectively used for monitoring wetlands [15]. \(\gamma\) values may decrease over wetlands due to various decorrelation factors which can be associated with the characteristics of SAR systems (e.g., temporal and spatial baselines, and viewing angles) and wetland characteristics (e.g., vegetation density, growth, and types, water level, soil moisture, and phenology) [20]. Consequently, vegetation density, growth, and types, as well as water level fluctuations, soil moisture, and wetland classification can be mapped using InSAR. Recently, extensive analysis and reviews have been published on the applications of InSAR in wetlands [5,20,28,33]. For example, [34] used Small Temporal Baseline Subset (STBAS), a time series InSAR technique, to map wetland water levels in the Florida Everglades. The average RMSE of 6.6 cm was obtained when comparing the estimated and measured observations. They concluded that the uncertainties in the estimation were due to the accuracy of the InSAR technique and the ground data. Furthermore, [35] developed a new InSAR technique based on the distributed scatterer interferometry for detecting changes in wetland water depth in the Yellow River Delta from 2007 to 2010 using the Advanced Land Observation Satellite (ALOS) data. Their method adjusted an optimal interferogram network to obtain stability between reducing computational cost and preserving the maximum InSAR information. [15] also examined wetland vegetation characteristics.
that led to coherence in RADARSAT-2 InSAR data of an area in eastern Canada. The results demonstrated that most marshes and swamps maintained coherence throughout the ice- and snow-free period for the 24-day repeat cycle of RADARSAT-2. However, the coherence of open water was very noisy and could not be used for CCD and water level monitoring. Additionally, [20] discussed the advantages and limitations of InSAR techniques for wetland mapping and monitoring. They reviewed InSAR applications for hydraulic and hydrological analysis. In [36], C-band $\gamma$ time-series for wetland monitoring were also evaluated. The main result of their findings showed that $\gamma$ time-series could be used for monitoring land use impacts on wetland function. Finally, [37] investigated L-band InSAR observations ($\varphi$ and $\gamma$) using ALOS/PALSAR for monitoring wetland water level and vegetation in different seasons between 2007 and 2011. The time-series of $\gamma$ showed seasonal variations with higher and lower coherence values during winter and summer, respectively. They also reported that $\gamma$ and the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) were inversely correlated.

Although recent studies have shown that InSAR coherence is a potential remote sensing product for wetland monitoring, it has not been fully investigated for province- or country-wide applications compared to other remote sensing datasets and techniques. Therefore, in this study, the potential of the coherence maps generated from Sentinel-1 data, acquired from 2017 to 2020 over the entire province of Alberta, Canada, were investigated for wetland mapping and change analysis. In this study, the first Alberta-wide temporal coherence maps (spring, summer and fall) were generated. Then, the results were investigated along with a large amount of wetland field data to assess the coherence variation for different wetland classes.

2. Material and Method

2.1. Study Area

The study area is the entire province of Alberta, with an area of 661,190 km$^2$ (latitude from 49°N to 60°N and longitude from 110°W to 114.07°W), located in the continental interior of western Canada (Figure 1). Alberta has a variety of land cover types and climate due to its large area [38]. In summer, daytime temperatures are usually around 20 to 25 °C but can reach up to 30 °C, and in winter (e.g., January and February), daytime temperatures range from −5 to −15 °C. The temperature can also drop as low as −40 °C for short periods.

The province is mainly covered by forests, wetlands, water bodies, pastures, agricultural lands, and urban areas. Wetlands are a prominent feature of the province and cover about 21% of the province [11,38]. All five wetland classes specified by the Canadian Wetland Classification System (CWCS; i.e., bog, fen, marsh, swamp, and shallow open water) are found in the province [38]. Although a large portion of the province is covered by wetlands, many have been disturbed by natural disasters, such as wildfires, anthropogenic activities (e.g., oil and gas explorations and agricultural and urban expansion) [7,38].

2.2. Reference Data

In this study, the grid of photo-interpretation plots (3 × 7 km$^2$ each), collected over the province of Alberta from 2010 to 2016 were used (Figure 1) [39]. Wetland types within each plot were classified by the Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring Institute (ABMI) using interpretation of 3D imagery at ~0.5 m spatial resolution. These reference samples were used to extract the coherence values of each wetland class. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the reference samples and Table 1 provides the information on the number and area of samples (polygons) used in this study. As seen, seven wetland classes of Treed Bog, Fen (Treed and Open), Open Marsh, Swamp (Treed and Open), and Shallow Open Water (typically less than 2 m depth) were utilized in this study.
2.2. Reference Data

In this study, the grid of photo-interpretation plots (3 × 7 km² each), collected over the province of Alberta from 2010 to 2016 were used (Figure 1) [39]. Wetland types within each plot were classified by the Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring Institute (ABMI) using interpretation of 3D imagery at ~0.5 m spatial resolution. These reference samples were used to extract the coherence values of each wetland class. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the reference samples and Table 1 provides the information on the number and area of samples (polygons) used in this study. As seen, seven wetland classes of Treed Bog, Fen (Treed and Open), Open Marsh, Swamp (Treed and Open), and Shallow Open Water (typically less than 2 m depth) were utilized in this study.

Table 1. Number (area/km²) of the reference polygons for the wetland classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wetland Class</th>
<th># polygons (area)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treed Bog</td>
<td>2564 (298.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treed Fen</td>
<td>2925 (322.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Fen</td>
<td>12,970 (1455.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Marsh</td>
<td>3421 (160.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treed Swamp</td>
<td>12.035 (836.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Swamp</td>
<td>1993 (51.33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Satellite Data

The coherence products were generated from Sentinel-1 C-band SAR data. The temporal resolution of Sentinel-1 satellites is 6 days and can therefore be used effectively for frequent wetland mapping. Sentinel-1 C-band SAR data in five tracks of the satellites’ orbits (see Figure 2 for the footprints of the tracks over the study area), covering the entire province, were processed. These data were downloaded from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) archives [40] between May and October for the years 2017 to 2020. The Interferometric Wide (IW) swath mode in the VV polariziation with a spatial resolution of 5 × 20 m (Single Look Complex (SLC) data) was utilized to generate the coherence products.
Figure 2. Five tracks of Sentinel-1 orbit, which cover the entire study area. Tracks 20, 49, 122, 151, and 166 are indicated by the red, pink, green, yellow, and purple colors, respectively. White color indicates the boundary of the province of Alberta.

2.4. InSAR Processing and Coherence Values Extraction

Interferometry can provide coherence, which is a measure of the interferometric correlation between two co-registered SAR images. SLC SAR data is described by complex values (Equations (1) and (2)). For each SLC pixel, the phase difference between two SLCs \( q_{m,n} \) can be calculated by multiplying reference image, \( q_m \), with the complex conjugate (*) of secondary image, \( q_n \) (Equation (3)) [41].

\[
q_m = |q_m| \exp(j \varphi_m) \tag{1}
\]

\[
q_n = |q_n| \exp(j \varphi_n) \tag{2}
\]

\[
q_m \cdot q_n^* = |q_m q_n| \exp[j(\varphi_m - \varphi_n)] = |q_{m,n}| \exp(\varphi_{m,n}) \tag{3}
\]

The amplitude of each pixel of the interferogram \( |q_{m,n}| \) is in proportion to the amplitudes of the two SLC images \( |q_m|, |q_n| \). Interferogram amplitudes significantly fluctuate even in the ideal cases of no spatio-temporal decorrelations. Therefore, the phase noise changes from one pixel to another due to the different effects of random noise superposed on the random amplitudes. Pixels with strong returns obtain reliable phases while unstable scatterers show more diffused interferometric phases. Additionally, there are considerable changes between the two SAR acquisitions due to the changes in the incidence angle and random noise. The measure of this change, which indicates the coherence (the complex correlation coefficient) of the two SLCs \( \gamma_{m,n} \) is defined as follows [41]:

\[
\gamma_{m,n} = \frac{E\{q_m q_n^*\}}{\sqrt{E\{|q_m|^2\} \cdot E\{|q_n|^2\}}} = |\gamma_{m,n}| \exp(j \varphi_{m,n}), |\gamma_{m,n}| < 1 \tag{4}
\]

where InSAR coherence magnitude \( |\gamma_{m,n}| \) and InSAR phase \( \varphi_{m,n} \) are the magnitude and argument of the complex correlation coefficient, \( \gamma_{m,n} \), between two acquisitions \( m \) and \( n \), respectively.
respectively [41]. $\varphi_m$ and $|q_m|$ also respectively represent phase and SAR amplitude of the acquisition, $q_m$.

An interferogram created from two SAR scenes may be modelled as the sum of several phase components as described in Equation (5).

$$
\varphi_{\text{meas}} = \varphi_{\text{orbit}} + \varphi_{\text{atm}} + \varphi_{\text{topo}} + \varphi_{\text{slpos}} + \varphi_{\text{azpos}} + \varphi_{\text{defo}} + \varphi_{\text{noise}}
$$

where $\varphi_{\text{meas}}$, $\varphi_{\text{orbit}}$, $\varphi_{\text{atm}}$, $\varphi_{\text{topo}}$, $\varphi_{\text{slpos}}$, $\varphi_{\text{azpos}}$, $\varphi_{\text{defo}}$, $\varphi_{\text{noise}}$ are respectively the total measured phase difference between the reference and secondary SAR scenes, the residual phase resulting from inaccurate orbit information, the phase delay resulting from the atmospheric disturbances in both the reference and secondary scenes, the phase resulting from the imaged topography, phase related to the path length travelled within the resolution cell from the radar wavefront to the target along the slant-range direction, phase relating to the path length travelled within the resolution cell from the radar wavefront to the target along the azimuth direction, phase due to the displacement process, phase from the sum of the sensor’s thermal noise, decorrelation effects (changes in the backscattering pattern with time related to ground changes, vegetation development, and baseline and Doppler shift differences between the reference and secondary images and any other un-modelled factors).

Interferometric coherence is a measure of the phase uniformity between two SAR acquisitions. This means that any change in the phase components from Equation (5) will degrade the interferometric coherence. The influencing factors for each of the phase components are described below:

$\varphi_{\text{orbit}}$: this could lead to flat Earth phase fringes that could affect the coherence estimates. Through trial and error, the orbital parameters (e.g., perpendicular baseline and yaw angle) can be manually adjusted until the proper rate of flat Earth fringe is estimated and totally removed. The fringe rate estimation and removal can be also performed automatically using an adequate spatial filter and orbital modeling. For Sentinel-1, accurate orbits are available and orbit corrections are not required for the purpose of coherence estimation [42].

$\varphi_{\text{atm}}$: this remains an unsolved phase component. The tropospheric component of $\varphi_{\text{atm}}$ could be considered to vary slowly in space and could be filtered out by a high-pass filter [43]. On the other hand, the water vapor content is highly variable spatially and it cannot be easily removed by spatial filtering [44]. It is complicated to estimate the exact characteristics of the atmospheric delay from the data and, therefore, residual atmospheric effects are likely to be present in the interferogram after filtering. It was reported that at the $3 \times 3$ or $5 \times 5$ pixels patch size used to estimate interferometric coherence, most of the atmospheric effects are constant and, thus, do not affect the coherence estimates [41].

$\varphi_{\text{topo}}$: this induces geometric decorrelation that could affect the coherence estimate. Sentinel-1 satellites were designed to be insensitive to topography by maintaining a very short perpendicular baseline [45] and, thus, steep topography leads to only a small topographic phase component. Additionally, a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) can be used to model and remove part of the topographic components. $\varphi_{\text{topo}}$ could also include volumetric decorrelation due to steep vegetation [46].

$\varphi_{\text{slpos}}, \varphi_{\text{azpos}}$: these components cannot be estimated for extended targets. However, due to the small perpendicular baseline of Sentinel-1 and the very accurate ToP-SAR co-registration in the azimuth direction (0.001 pixel RMSE), these components are negligible [47].

$\varphi_{\text{defo}}$: this could also affect the coherence estimation if the displacement process is very local (e.g., over an area of $3 \times 3$ pixels is approximately $36 \times 10$ m$^2$). This is because phase variation due to displacement lowers the coherence estimates.

$\varphi_{\text{noise}}$: this is minimized by applying a spatial filter and maintaining the same temporal baseline (e.g., 12 days for Sentinel-1). The noise in interferometric phase is due to the changes in the scattering characteristics of targets between the two acquisitions, as well as thermal and processing noise. These mainly result in decorrelations. The amount of
decorrelation is represented by the magnitude of the coherence ($|\gamma_{m,n}|$). Different sources of decorrelation can be defined [26,41]. Temporal decorrelation can be caused by physical changes of the ground surface within the resolution cell. Geometric decorrelation, induced by different incidence angles of the radar signal [48], leads to a transition between the data frequency spectra of the images, resulting in noise. Furthermore, different Doppler centroid frequencies cause Doppler centroid decorrelation. Doppler decorrelation is the azimuthal equivalent of geometric decorrelation. Other sources of decorrelation include system and processing noises, which are caused by instrumental thermal noise and the processing of the SAR images, respectively. It should be noted that the very small perpendicular baseline of the Sentinel-1 satellites lowers the interferometric noise and maintain interferometric coherence [48].

In this study, the 12-day InSAR pairs were co-registered using the S1 TOPS co-registration method [49] to generate coherence products. The co-registration process was performed with a sub-pixel accuracy of 0.001 pixels RMSE. Then, $|\gamma|$, $\phi$ and SAR amplitudes were produced for all acquisitions. Finally, a filter was adaptively applied to the coherence products to reduce noise and increase coherence [46]. In this study, coherence was estimated from differential interferogram that can contain phase fringes at different rates, related to various factors, such as topography, ground dynamics, vegetation motion, and severe atmospheric events. Since coherence represents a measure of similarity (stability of interferometric phase), the presence of a fringe would be considered as a variable that degrades coherence. In order to avoid coherence degradation due to fringes, an adaptive filtering algorithm that matched the local fringe rate was used. By this, the dependence of coherence estimates to phase fringes was removed.

In total, 600 coherence products were generated from five Sentinel-1 tracks (see Figure 2) and mosaicked to cover all of Alberta and parts of Saskatchewan and British Columbia. After generating the coherence products, the reference polygons (see Section 2.2) were overlaid and the coherence values for each polygon were extracted. The average value of coherence within each polygon was considered as its coherence value. Finally, the coherence values of all polygons of each wetland class were averaged and considered as the final coherence value. These coherence values of different wetland classes were used to investigate their application in wetland classification and change analysis.

2.5. Scenarios for Wetland Coherence Assessment

Wetland types are different in terms of ecological, physical, and spectral characteristics. A single wetland type can be also divided into multiple subclasses due to different ecological characteristics. For instance, the Swamp class can be divided into treed and open swamps. Therefore, it is expected that coherence values are different for various wetland classes. Moreover, wetlands in Alberta are highly dynamic in time and, therefore, a wetland may look different at various times (e.g., years, seasons, and months). For example, vegetation density and water level in wetland areas are different in leaf-on/off seasons. Consequently, coherence values of wetlands can change at various times. In this study, all wetland classes were divided into four categories within three date scenarios to comprehensively investigate the coherence values of different wetland types at different times. The four categories are:

Category 1. Wetland (i.e., Treed Bog, Treed Fen, Open Fen, Treed Swamp, Open Swamp, and Open Marsh).

Category 2. Treed Wetland (i.e., Treed Bog, Treed Fen, and Treed Swamp) and Open Wetland (i.e., Open Fen, Open Marsh, and Open Swamp).

Category 3. Treed Bog, Fen (i.e., Treed Fen and Open Fen), Open Marsh, Swamp (i.e., Treed Swamp and Open Swamp), and Shallow Open Water.

Category 4. Treed Bog, Treed Fen, Open Fen, Open Marsh, Treed Swamp, and Shallow Open Water.

The three date scenarios are also:
**Monthly**: May, June, July, August, September, and October.

**Seasonally**: Spring (i.e., May), Summer (i.e., June, July, August), and Fall (September and October).

**Leaf-on/off**: Leaf-on (i.e., 15 May–15 August), Leaf-off (15 August–15 October). It should be noted that leaf-on/off dates are not consistent across all of Alberta and, therefore, the dates were chosen as the best approximation.

As is clear, the dates when snow or ice usually exist on the ground (i.e., 15 October to 15 May) were removed from the analyses. This was because snow and ice result in noisy coherence products.

### 3. Results

Figure 3 illustrates one of the coherence maps in June 2020 from the entire province of Alberta. Several zoomed images of three wetland classes are also demonstrated to compare the coherence. As is clear from Figure 3, there are several artificial lines in the final Alberta-wide coherence map. This is because, the acquisition dates for adjacent tracks are different and, thus, coherence changes over different tracks. Different tracks in fact contain different coherence information and, therefore, there will be discontinuities when mosaicking coherence products from different dates (tracks) over the entire province. Practically, the coherence products from different track would be better to be analyzed separately.

![Figure 3. Sentinel-1 coherence map of Alberta in June 2020.](image-url)

The coherence values for treed wetlands were high, but those of the Shallow Open Water were very low. Overall, it was visually observed that coherence products were valuable products to discriminate different wetland classes. The time of the coherence product was the main factor which should be considered when using these products for wetland classification. For example, there were wetland classes which were not distinguishable using the summer products, but there were some opportunities to separate them using the coherence products generated in spring or summer. The temporal average and standard deviation of coherence maps for one of the tracks are also shown in Figure 4, illustrating high coherence values in treed wetlands as well as the lowest mean values in open water bodies. Areas with flooded vegetation could have high standard deviation of coherence...
(e.g., Figure 4b) if the flooding levels are varying or the vegetation on top suffers changes. Thus, high average and high standard deviation of coherence could indicate a fluctuating water levels under the vegetation or vegetation changes. To separate these two possible causes, several statistical analyses were performed on different time intervals, the results of which are provided in Sections 3.1–3.3.

Figure 4. (a) Temporal average coherence and (b) temporal standard deviation of coherence maps for a selected area in Alberta. The more yellowish parts show higher mean and standard deviation of coherence values.

3.1. Monthly Coherence Change

Figure 5 illustrates the detailed monthly coherence products of the four categories. For instance, for the first category, the averaged coherence values of all seven wetland classes (see Table 1) were calculated for each monthly InSAR pair. According to Figure 5a, the coherence of all wetland classes, except Shallow Open Water (i.e., Category 1) showed a V-shaped trend over time, with the lowest value during the summer season. Wetlands had a good coherence of 0.5 in May when water is present under the vegetation due to snowmelt as well as lower density of tree canopies. Thereafter, there was a downward trend in the coherence to around a value of 0.3 in July. Finally, coherence values increased up to 0.6 in October when vegetation are relatively sparse.
Figure 5. Monthly coherence values of wetland classes based on different categories: (a) all wetland classes as one category, (b) Treed vs. Open Wetlands, (c) five wetland classes based on CWCS, and (d) seven individual wetland classes (see Section 2.5 for more details).
Figure 5b compares the coherence of wetlands for Category 2. The Treed Wetland class was more coherent compared to the Open Wetland, leading to a suitable separability between the two classes. Moreover, the Treed Wetland class represented higher coherence when there was water beneath the trees in September and October.

With a more detailed inspection of the subclasses of Category 3 (Figure 5c), the Treed Bog was the subclass, which showed a distinguishable trend with the highest coherence values as opposed to the other subclasses. The coherence of this class decreased by 0.2 in July, following a considerable increase to approximately 0.75 in October. The Swamp and Marsh classes showed similar coherence trends over time. Consequently, it was difficult to distinguish these two classes based on InSAR coherence in Category 3.

With a close look at Category 4 (Figure 5d), Treed Bog, Treed Swamp, Treed Fen, and Open Fen had the highest coherence values, respectively. Among the Category 4 classes, the Shallow Open Water had the lowest coherence level (mainly noise) below 0.3.

3.2. Seasonal Coherence Change

The coherence values of different wetland classes at three seasons (different water levels and canopy closure of the species) are illustrated in Figure 6. Similar trends to Figure 4 were obtained for seasonal analysis. The results demonstrated that each class provided a similar coherence seasonal trend with the highest value during spring and fall seasons, making a clear V-shape pattern for coherency. The coherence was at the lowest level for the interferometric pairs during the summer season. However, the Shallow Open Water class did not follow this pattern and had a very low steady coherence trend during the seasons. Suitable distinguishing trends can be seen between the Treed Wetland and Open Wetland classes according to Figure 6b. Moreover, most of the wetland classes maintained coherence in the spring and fall seasons (Figure 6c). Overall, treed wetlands were more coherent than open ones. For instance, Treed Bog had the highest coherence values. The Treed Swamp and Treed Fen classes showed similar coherence values during different seasons, making them difficult to be discriminated based on coherence values in different seasons.

3.3. Leaf-On/Off Coherence Change

Leaf-on/off scenario was selected to investigate the canopy effect on wetlands coherence values. Figure 7 illustrates the leaf-on/off seasons versus annual coherence data for each wetland class. The interferometric pairs during the leaf-off season were more coherent for wetland classes compared to the leaf-on season (see Figure 7a). Coherence was preserved more for Treed Wetland, in which the coherence values were approximately higher than those of Open Wetland by 0.2 (Figure 7b). The highest coherence level was for the Treed Bog class, which showed a value of 0.75 during the leaf-off season. Following this, the Swamp and Fen classes maintained good coherence during September-October (Figure 7c). In summary, wetland classes preserved coherence during the leaf-off season while showing lower coherence values during the leaf-on season.
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The coherence values of wetland classes at three seasons (different water levels and canopy closure of the species) are illustrated in Figure 6. Similar trends to Figure 4 were obtained for seasonal analysis. The results demonstrated that each class presented different characteristics and, thus, distinguishing different wetland classes with other types of remote sensing data (e.g., optical and SAR data) is also difficult [10,50].

Among the Treed Wetland classes, Treed Bog was more separable due to the high coherence values. Figure 7c). In summary, wetland classes preserved coherence during the leaf-off season. Following this, the Swamp and Fen classes maintained good coherence during September-October seasons, making them difficult to be discriminated based on coherence values in different seasons. Suitable distinguishing trends can be seen between the Treed Wetland and Open Wetland classes. The results showed that the Treed Wetland and Open Wetland classes were more coherent than open ones. For instance, Treed Bog had the highest coherence maintained in the spring and fall seasons (Figure 6c). Overall, treed wetlands were more coherent than the swamp and fen classes. However, the possibility of separating the Marsh, Swamp, and Fen classes was always a considerable difference in coherence levels between these two classes.

Figure 6. Seasonal coherence values of wetland classes based on different categories: (a) all wetland classes as one category, (b) Treed vs. Open Wetlands, (c) five wetland classes based on CWCS, and (d) seven individual wetland classes (see Section 2.5 for more details).

Figure 7. Coherence values of wetland classes in leaf-on/off seasons based on different categories: (a) all wetland classes as one category, (b) Treed vs. Open Wetlands, (c) five wetland classes based on CWCS, and (d) seven individual wetland classes (see Section 2.5 for more details).
4. Discussion

4.1. Findings

Based on the results, coherence products can be effectively applied to discriminate wetland classes. The results showed that the Treed Wetland and Open Wetland classes could be easily distinguished using InSAR coherence products. This was because there was always a considerable difference in coherence levels between these two classes. Among the Treed Wetland classes, Treed Bog was more separable due to the high coherence values. However, the possibility of separating the Marsh, Swamp, and Fen classes based on coherence products should be further investigated. These were also illustrated using the violin plots where there are considerable overlaps between the coherence values of some of the wetland classes (see Figure 8). These results demonstrated that discriminating some of wetlands using coherence products is still challenging. For example, according to Figure 8, although the mean coherence values of the Bog and Marsh classes indicated good separability, the Fen and Swamp wetland classes had overlaps in coherence mean values, making it difficult to distinguish them using coherence information. Overall, it should be noted that wetlands are complex environments with similar spectral characteristics and, thus, distinguishing different wetland classes with other type of remote sensing data (e.g., optical and SAR data) is also difficult [10,50].

In this study, all wetland classes showed the lowest degree of coherence in summer. However, Shallow Open Water was the only wetland type, which provided no adequate coherence information. Shallow Open Water is a wetland with water depth of less than 2 m. Smooth water bodies react like a specular surface, reflecting the SAR signal away from the sensor, resulting in decorrelation. Furthermore, temporal decorrelations, induced by wind and precipitation, may change the water surface roughness, leading to a lower degree of coherence and noisy information [51].

The Treed Bog class showed the highest degree of coherency, followed by Treed Fen and Treed Swamp, respectively. The main reason for relatively lower coherence for the Treed Swamp class could be related to the higher density in the canopy of this class, which caused less penetration of the C-band through the dense canopies. Moreover, since the only water source of bogs is precipitation [52], a smoother water surface was probably formed compared to Treed Fen which can have multiple water sources. Therefore, the smoother water surface of Treed Bog led to higher double-bounce scattering values and, consequently, higher coherence values. The other reason might be due to the less dense
canopy and understory vegetation in bogs compared to fens, resulting in less volume scattering contribution for the Treed Bog class.

Open wetlands decorrelated faster over a short period, making them incoherent classes most of the time. However, during flooding, double-bounce scattering can occur between the surface of the water and the stems/roots of vegetation. For example, the Marsh class showed much higher coherence values during fall. This may also be a result of plant growth of the herbaceous vegetation over the summer along with the rising water level.

The seasonal pattern of high coherence in spring, low in summer/leaf-on, and increasing in fall/leaf-off indicated coherence as a practical value for wetland change analysis (i.e., CCD) as well as for investigating the possibility of hydroperiod for inundated vegetation. The fall/leaf-off season relatively indicated higher coherence due to less canopy closure, and water level changes. The double-bounce backscattering becoming dominant in this season, indicating interactions between the water surface and trunks or emergent vegetation. This was similar for spring when there was water beneath the vegetation due to snow melting and a less developed canopy. At this point, the highest coherence levels belonged to the Treed Wetland class compared to the herbaceous/open species. Prominently, a rise in the water level improved the possibility of double-bounce scattering for flooded vegetation.

When there is dense vegetation (i.e., during the summer season), the dominant scattering mechanism is volume backscattering. As a result, the double-bouncing effect was limited and, thus, wetland classes lost coherence.

4.2. Future Works

As discussed in Section 2.2, a large amount of photo-interpreted reference samples collected from 2010 to 2016 over the entire Alberta were employed in this study. Although these datasets are the best available from the study area, they contain multiple errors and, this negatively affected the results. Although the reference samples were slightly refined, more detailed analyses should be performed in future to ensure the correct reference samples are utilized for coherence analysis. For example, all old samples (e.g., those collected in 2010 and 2011) should be interpreted again to ensure that wetland types or their boundaries have not been changed, especially in areas of with rapid human development. Moreover, the reference samples should be carefully removed from the analysis based on bad weather conditions and ice/snow presence.

In this study, all coherence measurements of the province of Alberta were averaged within the ABMI’s reference polygons at different times/locations for each wetland subclass (Table 1). Subsequently, all the coherence data of subclasses were also averaged to obtain the averaged coherence values for the main classes (e.g., Treed Wetland and Open Wetland). Additionally, for each date scenario (Section 2.5), one more averaging was applied to the measurements. It was observed that all of these averaging steps made coherence patterns and values show a lower degree and, thus, could negatively affect the real coherence information of the wetlands. Therefore, analyzing the coherence values for different locations, times, and subclasses separately may provide more accurate information about the advantages of InSAR coherency for wetland classification and change analysis.

The involvement of the incorrect reference samples and averaging the coherence measurements over different classes, times, and locations could be the main reason for the discrepancy between the results of this study and those reported by other studies. For example, it was reported that coherence values over the flooded marsh areas were relatively high due to higher double-bounce backscattering values [15,17]. However, the results of this study showed relatively low coherence values for the Marsh class. Although these results might be due to the different vegetation characteristics of marsh at different locations, future studies should initially revise the reference samples more comprehensively and avoid too many averaging steps to investigate the results behind this discrepancy in more detail.

In this study, coherence products were generated from the C-band Sentinel-1 data. Shorter wavelengths produce more surface scattering and stronger backscattering from
small-scale surface roughness. However, returns in longer wavelengths (e.g., L-band) are less sensitive to small scatterers and small-scale roughness. Moreover, since the longer wavelengths have higher penetration capability, they are less sensitive to surface features that mask more relevant details in the coherence products [3,28,29]. Therefore, the use of L-band data for wetlands and/or flooded vegetations benefits from the double-bounce effect due to deeper penetration into the dense canopies. Future studies should use L-band data (e.g., those acquired by ALOS-2 and NASA-ISRO (NISAR)) along with Sentinel-1 C-band data to provide a more comprehensive information about wetland coherence and its advantages and limitations for wetland classification and change analysis.

In this study, the VV-polarized data of Sentinel-1 were utilized. It has been argued that flooded wetland areas are easier to identify using co-polarized data rather than cross-polarized data. The HH polarization is also preferred among co-polarized data due to its reduced sensitivity to water surface and more sensitivity to double-bounce scattering [3,16]. Therefore, it is suggested to investigate the coherence products generated from the HH polarization to make a more comprehensive conclusion about the application of coherence data for wetland mapping and monitoring.

Although coherence products are helpful for wetland mapping and monitoring, better results can be obtained by combining these products with SAR amplitude data and parameters generated from different decomposition methods. For instance, multi-temporal polarimetric data may be useful to differentiate classes with different scattering mechanisms by polarimetric decomposition methods. SAR intensity is a function of different factors, including surface/target features, vegetation height, density, and biomass [53]. The more signal reflects to the satellite, the more positive the intensity is. For wetlands, the SAR backscattering variations correlate with hydrology regimes, vegetation types, and soil wetness [29]. Therefore, a combination of intensity data with the coherence measurements should provide better wetland classification and change analysis results.

In this study, the coherence values were extracted to visually evaluate the separability of different wetland classes and their trends. However, various automatic statistical tests (e.g., T- and U-tests) can be used instead of visual interpretation of the coherence values to investigate the separability of wetland classes in more depth [10,50].

Most of the analyses performed in this study were statistical analyses based on the extracted coherence values. Future studies should investigate these data further in terms of the spatial distribution of coherence values. For example, coherence products (e.g., mean and standard deviation values) can be used along with the amplitude data to produce different false color composite products, and spatially investigate their applications for wetland classification. Various maps can also be produced based on the multi-temporal coherence products to investigate the effectiveness of these time-series products for wetland change analysis [15,17,54].

It is possible to develop coherence-based indices to classify wetlands by analyzing the coherence values of different wetland classes both in the single- and multi-date coherence products (i.e., Figures 4–6). Moreover, 2D and 3D spaces generated from different single- and multi-date coherence/amplitude values can be constructed to develop coherence indices for wetland mapping and change analysis [15].

As discussed, wetlands are very dynamic and the water level within wetlands can considerably change over time due to several factors, such as precipitation. In the short term, rain can cause flooding, making changes in the appearance of wetlands within days. In the long term, wetlands can change from one type to another or be disturbed hydrologically [3]. Since coherence values change due to water level, they can be effectively used for hydroperiod in wetland areas, especially over open wetlands where SAR signals can penetrate [55].

Coherence depends on spatio-temporal baselines of InSAR pairs. Considering same satellite data with suitable small perpendicular baselines, the temporal baseline could play an essential role in coherence level. Different temporal baselines can be used in creating interferometric pairs to calculate coherence. Generally, coherence decreases as the temporal
baseline increases due to seasonal canopy variation [16,28]. At the same time, increasing in water level can enhance the double-bouncing scattering. In this study, the Sentinel-1 coherence products were generated based on 12-days baseline data. However, considering the different patterns of wetland changes in Canada, it is suggested to produce coherence products with different baselines to investigate the dynamicity of wetlands in more detail. Wetlands can be influenced by freezing/permafrost, causing soil degradation and, thus, wetland type transition. Coherence products can be used to detect freeze/thaw transition areas [15]. Therefore, future studies should investigate the effects of these events on coherence degrees and the applicability of coherence products for detecting freeze/thaw transition areas.

5. Conclusions
In this study, the potential of the InSAR coherence products generated from Sentinel-1 C-band data over a large province in Canada (i.e., Alberta) was investigated for wetland class separability and trend analysis. It was observed that coherence maps could be useful for wetland classification because several wetland types were easily distinguishable using InSAR coherence products. For example, the Treed Bog, which is usually challenging to be discriminated in optical satellite imagery, could be easily distinguished from other wetland types. Generally, treed wetlands showed the highest degree of coherence due to the trunks and water beneath, resulting in double-bouncing signals. Moreover, a V-shaped trend was observed when analyzing the monthly, seasonal, and leaf-on/off coherence products. In fact, coherence was relatively high in early spring and it then slightly decreased to its minimum value in July and, subsequently, increased to a maximum value on October. This trend was mostly probably due to changes in the vegetation density. We also discussed the limitations of the study and suggested several solutions for future studies. Future studies should comprehensively revise the reference samples and then, utilize the generated coherence products for various applications, including wetland classification, CCD, analyzing the hydroperiod pattern of wetlands, developing new coherence indices, and detecting freeze/thaw transition areas.
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